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This appeal is from a final order and judgment wherein Appellant plead guilty of one 
count of Illegal Possession of a Controlled Substance, a second degree felony, in 
violation of Section 58-37-8 U.C.A. (1953) The Appellant was sentenced to 
serve an indeterminate term of not less than one (1) year and not more than fifteen 
(15) years, on a plea of guilty, the Defendant reserved the right to appeal the Trial 
Courts refusal to suppress the evidence.. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 
Utah Code Ann. Section 78-2-2(3)0). Appellant's conviction was entered by 
Judge W. Brent West on May 12, 1999. 
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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UT A H , 7 
Plaintiff/Respondent / 
vs / Case No 990494-CA 
RANDOLPH CARPENTER / judge 
Defendant/Appellant / Priority No. 2 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 
This appeal is from the Defendant plea of guilty to one count of Illegal 
Possession/Use of a Controlled Substance, a second degree felony, in violation of 
Section 57-37-8 U. C. A. (1953) . The plea was before the Honorable W. Brent 
West, after the Court refused to suppress evidence after a suppression hearing held 
the 12th day of February, 1999. One May 12, 1999 the Defendant was sentenced 
STATE OF UTAH V. CARPENTER 
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to serve an indeterminate term of not less than one year nor more the fifteen years at 
the Utah State Prison The notice of appeal was filed with this Court. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 
1. Did defense counsel deny Defendant's right to effective 
assistance of counsel in violation of his constitutional right 
to counsel as guaranteed by the United States Constitution 
VI Amendment,; the United States Constitution XIV 
Amendment, Utah Constitution Section 7 and 12, see also 
Strickland v. Washington, 466 U. S., at pg. 667, 104 S. 
Ct. 2852 (1984); State v. Temolin. 805 P 2d 182 
(1990) when the appointed attorney did not file a motion 
for suppression of evidence, thereby requiring the 
Defendant to file a motion Pro Se? 
2. Did defense counsel deny Defendant's right to effective 
assistance of counsel in violation of his constitutional right 
to counsel as guaranteed by the United States Constitution 
VI Amendment, the United States Constitution XIV 
Amendment, Utah Constitution Section 7 and 12, see also 
Strickland v. Washington 466 U. S. at pg. 667, 104 S Ct 
2852 (1984) , State v. Templin 805 P. 2d 182 (1990) 
when the State's attorney filed a brief opposing the 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress and the Defendant's 
appointed attorney failed to file either a memorandum 
supporting Defendant's motion to suppress evidence or a 
memorandum in response to the State's memorandum 
opposing the motion to suppress evidence? 
3. Did the Trial Court commit reversible error when it 
failed to suppress evidence obtained under a search warrant 
where it was not "an all persons search warrant", and the 
search warrant only provided "to make a search of the 
above named or described premises for controlled 
l 
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substances)"? 
4. Did the Trial Court commit reversible error when it 
ruled that the Defendant had no standing to contest the 
search of the house, because he was only a guest in the 
house, and yet permitted testimony that the Defendant 
had the black box in his possession, when, in fact, the box 
was on the floor of the living room and not on the 
Defendant's person? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
1. Where ineffective assistance of counsel is raised for the first time on appeal, 
the Appellate Court must determine, as a matter of law, whether the Defendant was 
denied effective assistance of counsel State v. Callahan66 P 2d 590 (Utah App 
1993) Questions of law are reviewed for correctness, the Appellate Court giving no 
particular deference to the trial courts ruling. Mountain Fuel Supply Co v. Salt Lake 
Citv Corp. 749 P 2nd 884 (Utah 1988) 
2. The issues presented in this case surround the trial court's determination 
that the Appellant had no standing to challenge the scope of the search warrant. The 
Appellant Court reviews the legal conclusions of the trial correct under a correction 
of error standard, affording no deference to the trial court. State v. Kolster 869 P2d 
993 at 995 (Utah App 1994) 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
2 
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The Defendant was initially charged in the 2nd judicial District Court for Weber 
County with a First Degree Felony, Possession of a Controlled Substance, with the 
Intent to Distribute, to wit: Cocaine. On the 17th day of November, 1998 the 
Defendant, pro se, filed a motion to suppress evidence that was obtained by 
execution of the search warrant on the 14th day of August, 1998. The trial court 
held a suppression hearing on the 12th day of February, 1999. The Court permitted 
testimony as to what each officer felt occurred in the execution of the search 
warrant. The Trial Court ruled that the Defendant did not have standing to challenge 
the search warrant as it related to a search of the house. The Court then ruled that 
the search warrant was broad enough to allow the officer to testify that the box 
containing cocaine which was on the floor and not on the Defendant was actually in 
his possession.. 
The Defendant plead guilty to a second degree felony, Illegal Possession/Use of 
a Controlled Substance on the 7th day of April, 1999, but reserved the right to 
appeal the Court's denial of his suppression motion. ( T. Pleas Hearing p. 2) 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On August 14, 1998 police officers assigned to the Weber-Morgan Narcotics 
Drug Force executed a search warrant at 2534 Orchard Ave, Ogden, Utah. (T 
3 
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Suppression Hearing pg's 3-4) At the time of execution of the search warrant the 
Defendant was present in the house. (T Suppression Hearing, p. 31) The search 
warrant did not authorize the search of any specific individual, but was issued to 
search the house for the presence of crack cocaine. (T Suppression Hearing, pg's 21 -
22) 
When the Officers entered the house they observed the Defendant lying on the 
floor in front of a couch. The Defendant was lying with his head to the East and 
his arms were out to his side. (T Suppression Hearing, pg's 31-32) Officer Burnett 
testified that he never saw the Defendant with the so-called black box in his hand, 
and never saw the Appellant dive to the ground with something in his hand. (T. 
Suppression Hearing, p 47) Further, the Defendant never acknowledged to Officer 
Burnett that he had anything to do with the black box. (T. Suppression Hearing, p. 
48) 
However, Officer ]ensen testified that he saw the Defendant sitting on the end 
of the couch with a black object in his left hand. (T. Suppression Hearing, pg's. 59-
60) Further, Officer ]ensen testifies that he saw the Defendant drop or throw the 
black box to the ground. (T. Suppression Hearing, p 60.) In fact, the Defendant 
denied ownership of the back box. (T Suppression Hearing, pg's 40 and 76) The 
4 
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Defendant did not testify at the suppression hearing. 
The Court, ruling on the Defendant's motion to suppress stated that, based 
upon the oral testimony given at the suppression hearing, the Defendant did not have 
standing to question the search of the home in that particular situation. In regards to 
the black box, it was unclear whether or not the Defendant was the owner of the 
box. However, the Court ruled that the box was in the possession of the Defendant. 
Therefore, this gives him standing to question the legality of that particular search. 
On the other hand, it becomes a factual issue as to whether or not the State 
can, in fact, prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the Defendant possessed that box 
with the intent of distribute as it's been indicated there and I think its an issue that 
does go to the jury. In face, there was no cocaine found on Defendant's person. 
The Court was of the opinion that the search warrant was broad enough. They 
were at this house to look particularly for objects that could have contained drugs. 
They did not search the Defendant because they didn't have a warrant to search the 
Defendant. They were entitled to search objects. They searched the box pursuant to 
a warrant that allowed them to be there and inside it they found cocaine. Therefore 
the motion to suppress was denied. (T. Suppression Hearing, pg's 87-88) 
As a result of a plea bargain with the State, on April 7, 1999, the Defendant 
5 
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pled guilty to one count of Illegal Possession/Use of a Controlled Substance ( T. Plea 
Hearing, p 8) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The Defendant was denied effective assistance of counsel. Despite the 
Defendant's request, his defense counsel failed to file a motion to suppress evidence 
obtained by reason of execution of the search warrant, thereby requiring the 
Defendant to pro se, file a motion to dismiss, Also by the Defendant's, attorney 
failing to file a memorandum in support of the Defendant's pro se, motion to 
suppress or a reply memorandum to the State's opposition to granting the 
Defendant's motion to suppress evidence. 
The Trial Court committed reversible error when it ruled that the Defendant 
had no standing to challenge the search warrant as to the search of the house, but, 
that evidence obtained which linked the Defendant to possession of the so-called 
"black box" which contained the controlled substance would be submitted to the 
jury. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE DEFENDANT RECEIVED INEFFECTIVE 
ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL AS GUARANTEED BY 
THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, VI 
6 
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AMENDMENT, UNITED b i AI tb U J N i 111 u i I U N , 
AMENDMENT XIV, UTAH STATE CONSTITUTION 
ARTICLE I, SECTIONS 7 AND 12, WHERE, DESPITE 
THE REQUEST OF THE DEFENDANT TO HIS 
COUNSEL TO FILE A MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
EVIDENCE OBTAINED BY EXECUTION OF A SEARCH 
WARRANT, COUNSEL FAILED TO FILE A MOTION 
TO SUPPRESS, THEREBY REQUIRING THE 
DEFENDANT TO PREPARE AND FILE, PRO S 1 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS. 
^proximately 9:25 p.m on August 14, 1998 the Weber Morgan 
Narcotics Drug Force executed a search warrant and searched a residence at 2534 
Orchard Street in Ogden, Utah . Suppression Hearing, pg's S 4) I he warrant 
only authorized the officers u> SIJHI i h iIn Imu ,i loi ilm , n ilnliiui IHIIMII ihi 
'ndivid» ' Suppression Hearing, p 88) The 
only evidence linking the Defendant to cocaine was the testimony of only one of the 
three officers who unequivality testified that he saw the Defendant holding the black 
box, which contained the cocaine. Absen 
In,I ui1 ilv D It i.l nil I/ lh" ilni!',1, 
The Trial Court in denying the Defendant's motion to dismiss made two 
inconsistent rulings. The first was that the Defendant did not have standing to 
question the search of the home in this particular situation t;;ai omg 
'nether 
7 
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box, the Defendant had t\\v. box in lin possession ( I 'nippirvsion HiMiintf, p 8/1 
]\h< i mill then MIIIMI rh.ir rln issm is i In mil issue of whether or not the State can, 
in fact, prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the Defendant possessed the cocaine 
that was in the black box with intent to distribute is an issue that goes to the jury. 
However, the Defendant is in a airr ; 
testin. 
possession of the Defendant. 
If the jury believed the testimony of the police officer, it puts the Defendant in 
an impossible position because this covr !..:.' >tated that in reviewing a claim of 
insufficiency I 
KVISOIUM dwn theiefrom in the light most favorable to the 
ji.ii y verdict. It is only when the evidence as viewed in this light is sufficiently 
inconclusive or inherently improbable that a jury must have entertained a reasonable 
doubt as ^  efendan JUU-v 
This Court in the case of Sute v. Simmons 866 P 2d 614 (Utah App 1993) 
held at pg617: 
"Suppression of evidence is an appropriate remedy for 
illegal nnlirp conduct nnlv when the conduct implicates a 
8 
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fundamental violation of defendant's rights." State v. Rowe, 
850 P. 2d 427, 429 (Utah 1992). "'It is only where the 
violation also implicates fundamental, constitutional 
concerns, is conducted in bad-faith or has substantially 
prejudiced the defendant that exclusion may be an 
appropriate remedy.'" State v Fixel 744 P. 2d 1 366, 
1369 (Utah 1987) (quoting Commonwealth v. Mason, 
507 PA. 396, 490 A. 2d 421, 426 (1985), accord 
Rowe II 850 P 2d at 429. The proponent of a motion to 
suppress has the burden of establishing that his [or her] 
Fourth Amendment rights were violated by the challenged 
search or seizure." Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U. S. 128, 130 
n. 1,99 s. Ct. 421, 424 n. 1, 58 L Ed 2nd 387 (1978); 
accord State v. Atwood 831 P. 2d 1056 , 1058 n. 
(Utah App. 1992). We therefore reverse the court's 
determination that the search was a fundamental violation 
of the Simmonses' constitutional rights. 
with 
suppo a motion to suppress, it was ineffective assistance of counsel to 
necessitate the Defendant to prepare his own motion to suppress. Further, defense 
counsel was ineffective in not preparing and filing either a memorandum supporting 
11 ii' Defendant: , ; 
house or .i reply memorandum to the State's memorandum opposing the Defendant's 
motion to dismiss. 
POINT II 
THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED REVERSIBLE ERROR 
WHEN IT RULED THAT THE DEFENDANT HAD NO 
9 
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STANDING TO CONTEST THE SEARCH WARkAN f, 
BUT THAT EVIDENCE OBTAINED BY EXECUTION OF 
THE SEARCH WARRANT MAY BE INTRODUCED 
INTO EVIDENCE, THE WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE 
TO BE DETERMINED BY THE JURY. 
At the Suppression Hearing held on the 12th day of February, 1999 the Trial 
judge, after hearing evidence ?<~. argumei .ounsel < 
D< II (h ic in i his particular 
situation After listening to the testimony of the witnesses, especially ...0 
testimony of Officer Jensen, the Court ruled that the Defendant had the black box in 
his possession suppression Hearing, , rial Court stated thai I 
n ! 
this \\\ves the Defendant standing to question the search. (T. Suppression Hearing, p. 
8 / ) 
The only officer, Nathan Jensen, who even testified that he saw the Defendant 
with the IKIX in 1111 possession vu\ lilt 1.1111 il oft'n 11 i m n i i i in lln in 111,1 i l . 
Suppi cssion Hf ,iriin»f p S9| This Officer testified that he saw the Defendant sitting 
on the couch with what he called a black object in his left hand. (T. Suppression 
Hearing, ""9) However, Officer Jensen's testimony is in conflict with the testimony 
of 1 Burnett who proceeds Jensen into the premises. < Utu n Rimini 
10 
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^'vidual being just behind 
Officer Hamblin. When he entered he screamed "Police search warrant, I want to 
see your hands. Get down on the floor." All the individuals cooperated and did 
what they were told. Officer Burnett then saw the Defendant laying on 1 
front of the 
Officer Burnett. (T. Suppression Hearing, pg's 31-32) Officer Burnett did not testify 
that he ever saw the Defendant on the couch with the black box in his hand, it being 
only three to five seconds after entry before the Defendant was on the rioor 
Suppression Hearing, p 33; i
 (|i>ni.d m i 
Hearing 
The Trial ]udge in stating that it is clear that the Defendant had the box in his 
possession was mistaken as no officer ever testified to this. All Officer Jensen ever 
said was a black object was in the Defendant's hand, I h" hox was st'voul I'vi ,iw.iy 
Officer. When ih«> i onu i hou.i 
to believe the testimony of Officer Jensen over Officer Burnett it was not a logical 
assumption. 
The Utah Supreme Court held that suppression of evidence is .in jppropriate 
r e m t i l y I n illi'i il pulii i i l i lnl in I M I I I ' In ii l ln i i i lnl in i illi|'ilii t i l " ,1 I 
11 
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In ilit' instant rase Mine is a < niillu i between two police officers as to whether the 
Defendant had the box in his possession. The second officer on the scene testified 
that he did not see the Defendant have the box in his possession. In fact, he testified 
that he saw the Defendant lying lOthing in his hands. The third 
offici'i in entei ilit-1 house pstify that he saw the Defendant 
sitting .-in d ».ouch with a black object in his hand. 
With the conflict in the State's witnesses testimony as to whether the 
Defendant had the box in his possession tic rial Court committed error in iis failme 
• • • MI Hit liu i In,1 ih I >i'li ml mi I In 
failim ••• Minnr. ^stimonv of the Defendant ^ possession of the box was the only 
evidence in which the Trial Court could find the Defendant guilty of possession of a 
controlled substance, a second degree felony. This failure to suppress was the 
motivation for the Defenuai 
a i iury might have found him 
guilty of a first degree felony, possession of a controlled substance with intent to 
distribute. 
C O N C L U S K 
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Qffoctive assistance of counsel by his counsel not 
preparing and filing a suppression of evidence motion, as requested by the Defendant 
and not filing either a memorandum supporting the Defendant's pro se motion to 
suppress evidence obtained by reason of a search of the house or a -
memorandu motion to 
>II|)|IM A evidence obtained by the search of the house. The Trial Court further 
violated the Defendant's fundamental rights by failing to suppress evidence that the 
Defendant had a black box in his hand, where the testimony of the police officer 
were in conflict as to whether the Defendant 
possession .<l the liinr i •I'l.li ul llic house. 
DATED this_ (_ tf December, 1999 
0 ll 
/Uy^V ^/W/K>rf 
M/WRiayilCHARD'* 
Attorney for Defendani/ApixlLint 
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Osidc^ dc r^lvvq ^ U ^ s t c csp "tuYk^  , o^. M ^ d t e s ^Rts^firticvi 
• of CtfmolftTiOE- eoid^eiocE-
tVte w\Efc£ ftffiRw Miou 4\A^T O P D ^cofecfe s h o u l d 
dhflft ft KiyR.codic &e&£rsV u r n s WfedTS- &T ot^3 4- ©<fedf\w*d 
¥} t^WR Bqc (Y- ^ - ^ " O o e " ^ \Mcvd-etAlr^  -VV>f?t dec^ 
plftCE G>M ( 3 - ^ - ^ 3 ^ ^ in \m^fccta i5W (HO dvd^ 
C^LU^N toe') ov£ ( l$- '7- 0 l cQ < i c ^ Mot \mpVq ©VSL 
Kft£ttftl©*4 iWsf -tfttP d"!?V^Hd\A-u\~ u > ^ iuOoW*?d ©^ eijrm 
ft- t>uspc*X
 v C#L ^otyfc. U o e d fcT 9-5 3H OfecVvftfcd (^ pft£T-
VVNEfrir.^l. : ,-. 
...
 <tte_dtfesidftw\i~ BRqossdVyfshhvS.. Constitution^ luqVfc - _ — > — • . — -
to 
lCTBA2Ci UlOlwVc^ Wyft-t \K. 4Vv(VV "Wvt 5Vft"Vcr^  O&Str V^ Kici 
•VVte £$rt(Wts pRctonbVt C ^ o s t feo. -Wte x s s o ^ c s ©£ 
IPV s w f c ^ V USA^RA^HV \ S ccHsf \ toVtou^U^ i^o\A-\icl f^ ud 
i H p f t c t e t l O ^ - \m\tffc VS SU\0t>tt=5-lS.-VlM\^ \Qt\W\ 00-Vu0o\C\\\BcJ 
10M "HTJt: d W C j t V ^ C ^ O r A f o v f t . ^f l f t - fc^vMiCc: ^ C D M V o 5 S \ © * J 
frf 4At \S5>i3cS ***4<i vvu^lcV^diiN*^ +Ut £v^cte , i - ^ t knW W 
p<^>c-uYc^ ^ - ^ 0o«_^ ev^ \}o4<^t' 
•Wso £Wct -WvAt ^ t UL^ \AY^ d mwck S^tu^s- l U^t^codvc 
\o\>vfi> ISJ. -\k: pvwV- (jfti> vvvmticsu^ iu OtMS^is v^ich-od^) 
\WA RVSotiTcci VM -\\?iZr ^\^R£rSV ftud COKO\<3~\6M c £ C>4&tVt. 
Sl^>pz=cfe IS UsvSoW\cuthiT \b\R- £>Ro\fiAfoVs- Cv^oSt , oR_ te-
a s \o£^\o*x^ " \ t e Wu^o<rccK| of ~V^t S^WRCU UNV^ f^eADJ\" fe 
otehAu* ^ucdt^Jcx fcc^msV "^ Vc d&ft-NdW"*, e>^ -Vo pfccst-
cjuitr -\fct- dtef-SfrsdfH-st ivi *\Ws Uf^ Sfc, 
•tyvt o i ^ rdubv l^ of C l * H ViWb K© -^aftiwiq \H "$US O&b 
]&£CWeF& Ct 15 HoTcll^Y^ UO^ -\\n£ C \ ^ l t)OKiWsbd 4ta= 
Olfcefc CoGQ-iM^ fr©^
 t OR- NI© VJYV&HVV£>K e f HVwrt&s iVsicloctiwcj 
-\Vrt d^?W<Wvfc> U\F>Y*Y£ , OVSL^WFV 0 . ^ 1 KKOUOS ^bR_ ¥5 
fed" \JO^O Rts\d~<s vst S.S3H OfccVyp^ Rpv*fcfr<teNft l*r 
SIMC^ -\Vt cv^i did K©t vtf- m ^ +IWYS wtuheN U3\*o ^ t 
po*td\^t U5^ s \TAM^ fe»o j -Vte^v \s uo i^feco-f -VW& C\*H 
pofccVi**s"£d OW&cJt; Co 
©£_ KJOOVXSR t>OV^ <^ -£ -
fe ISSO^S RB\S^c\ VJB^C ^ 5 ^ vSSO^ W j q o 1 ^ -iw-.ftGo\lfeR........T. 
vs "W*s ftk4-. scr. i^io., 31s os. IOS,?H 5 .ct. \sca, _;... 
UL.L. fed. a.d 72^ _, , „..
 ; _ i 
II 
w\w^ V>t latA-s^d c?bi Vr&wfcSv^  \Nfcfc_wvPfY\©u v}*4d M t ^ d 
Mot" RtPtect' -ft-Ob <dvv^ccf <p^sc*4ft-l otetfcJOwtvoN «5 of AW 
f^Fmut, -^ nfc vwAqivVfeVJ-lt w\ovV V?& iuk>«urft^ d ef sews- e£ 
V^t- OHds^A^uoci CIRCOVASYVHOCES RtUcd OM b ^ dWt 
ptVLSdw pfc-ooidivoq 4tofc ifcifefc-Wfirtioio iF>M<d S0w*c ©£• ^ t 
u-^dml^iKx^ Gfccuw sWvuc^s fftow (JOVHC-W Ate kftiAnt 
G&MClod^d ^ W t fy& Lu(oR.v>\ft^t"
 x U>\ncSt> td^KfcV^ U3V>S 
Uct cUscJey^S ^vo&> cR-jdcb^te e ^ Vus> mfc^^^'ho'o 
ftz4iv&>te- Giev^d&H^lb v O N ^ SYf^ *2>5*7 OS. M$o , 
Ccllebo^ci ?p UC)-\I5 
•W\t &vct Y W r "W^ d ~ r ~ u d l ^ K V UJ)W5 \H "fc- ^pV^fctv^BoT 
ffr- 2.S3H O -^cWvft-d AiivVfthiv^V "* 1
 } UOK^KI fV\t SW&cV* 
tovyfcfck^d lutes S t ^ i ^ d v^ud t*£o5ted ta^ K q^to-V 
Q^KS'VZU de>t-s KOV CeusKtoYt iK'hrHt", VX)VWN \H Vftd fc 
dcfcnd^rr IS" wot to RoSxd^t. 
V)OV\tnM OJviy^ivX^ ui^s te£vr>©o*&d T^ OVA -fc ckfesicWi 
RlC^t fe^V p©tfc£f • AV\BJ£; ^ ^ c WYt^tlCM IH **N\j| ©£ fc 
poVlGc Rfc^ XStOs dh*£t -\W&- <dcfeoc$VV\}V U>v^ S L>KdtV5_ tVfcfc-cVt 
^ -^VRfV" ^Oiut ( t D ^ ^OOqV d t f o * dfrK^ loft-S W > ^ <^offei \ 
&JL. VjC>WMk:Yl_ dt-V^KdtfVMi: bOWS l/VURArt dv"£c*l ©KL C\\kO~r 
Co^1>-tHV "Vs S^Y}fccK VllS pOfc.SG-14 IK W •ip$\&Gfrn1>jsr 
*H 1$3H OfecWsfcd \w loWdi -ft\t- drfcwdtaoi Oo s^ NOT 
ft- TfceStdfosit. 
"TWL^ usvvs *oo p£cM&\c o&oSfe d"o ^ t v ^ iH"to U\s 
rxx£&-¥ oQ A^Ac d ^ v j ^ w t . j j o \ ^ o ^ 
\3 dcV^fcl^ ^ .Uio tohfcu ._.(^._^c_,(te^E^.I!W^-.Q^St(tcTlOWl(J.._ 
m 
fttvid V^qcud -Wn« \^o-\toofcdq of d^E 5 ^ ^ ^ uo^kfcvwt. 
I u VTlftpp v^ s e ^ i c 3U/I, Ub lc^V3>
 ; t L..&<i i d i C ^ t ^ l 5 C t 
l(o^4-. +hc iqM©lo\c SVic-j^ -c^T "te covwvHcticn Left o p ^ o 
t o d h t *5Vf*te "Iwd^ ~te d e s ^ c ^ -to^ Bwitv c^? SMbVe^ 
of C^MSirit"ot\oKi^ v_ Rtb-fofhtsits ° H IOVHCV\ ~V t^ Ub^Ufeb 
of -Hot pfeopte RtsV\ 
I 4 ^ I K I Q c u c t j^£Coc^ MvTJcdi -VV^vVr iAnt Kuqht ~te pRto&cq 
"&\Tibcdi^ d IK -Wife Fcv>R.-\V> f>mtnd^feNiT \^ ^u-CeR.CtV^e>^ 
££\FHMSi "^Vvt s t o t e , Pud ^o-t iH- fc-vqva: iro fet stco^c 
ftqft\wsT RudSr IMV'R-SVOMS ef pte.i^^>o-\ (Q^ 5Vfl-W offices 
\S , -tVi&fcitefct, CcushToT\o>^u \u ©v^qus , LOt C&K MC 
I c u q ^ pa^mit dWert" FuqWt do tot m ^ripti^ pKcrmSb, 
2>£Cjm?Vfc iV VS &M?ORCt\^-b\c IH ~\V^ t>ft*V& \ff\f>NKt-*_ K^d 
1e l i f e £\r£tc1~ ^b cfoefe. IDIB-SIC teiqVfe S'&CD^-Bd b ^ "Hftfc 
d o t p a c e r s cAt&o^. l o t o&u MC LcNq^fc pt~<rt-m^ \t -te 
lot fcjbv'ccf>b\c ft-t -Vht \A>Vnro c£ QIOL\ "poUcs off ice tohc , 
m ^tot u?yn\* oV \fkv> ^ifofcc^tv^HV Ctbe£ j Chooses t c sos-
pthid l\~5 TSKOoqm^tvit. Ov3fe deivSvoH^ tooridsd OK tecftseM 
Bud 1~te-\j>YVi j qiooS> -fc -Wt iud\.o\dote\ MO n\c\k& Wm-u dVvErt" 
b^ VvcV) -^rvt CousVitbtvOM qo^RBK^^ W™ ,d© -ttrvt police 
<}fi\CSR ^ & IfbS -Wv^u - \ W S T i & UCsViiCh hoMeSV U ) l O "EufofeGt* 
rAt^t it) emitted j f^ nd ,+o iW&- cooiRts, •HTRFV OVXUC&\ tki-
"beqR^Vq 5© KECS:5Sftfc.q IH "fat d R u t tedm\Ui$tajf»Ue>K o f 
_ Jo^ViCt . 
(±6) "thWS- l^ UO Gi5KUt^tiOt4.b^V4s>G£^.J^....lufe<UIf>^'Vot4 PCO:.._... _._..'. _ 
U l d i d b q 4V>£ fcftrtV^t_iVvftrt _v5 JH._firtOi\.JJOftq._CQisiNc.dSdL .U?*ttv - : 
»3 
Cou«.t fc>cov?ds LOV\1 shovo "^ \«V ^nt- d~-fe^d^>d uo^s m ^ 
\jjvb^- c©o*sV^ C_o^R"&chou \^ •'hftciUY^ fern i V O - ^ +o 
3 ^ 3 1 0 - ^ p>Md iTOvrsFcicc d 1c Ofd dw t e s t e r $&om V3.0-S& 
•fe 5 - ^ 1 - ^ H5 oftd-fcsd b4 i)o<k\t- ' B R ^ T U3cS+. 
dWt cl^ FcNicWt tovvs fctWR-MS-d to VjOibTVL CoosxKi (bfe&-dic*>&l 
frcil^ fc-a-^ Gud ^-tt-^t 7 - 3 . - ^ O d^ Rt-Sidtd ^ 3LY?C 
Geftwt. 
fr\\ pt^tto dHfrt i c t ^ s^\^-d fevn 4b&- drfoccWT bu^  ftc^t 
O^ost-^ bftfcc fe if^dd^tss &770 Gtce-roT, voWcV\ mclodr- fc-
drf:-udntds ji&Kt^oyticiM
 f rip)C|C^^ oad-v^u^- . v^d VcUcS 
-fc -§w d-\%^xWt> cwc abicc^  vodU crfo^ :p^ pces -th? d^+ef^ W^ 
WcSdz-d "fe c^ -V tas GA£. cd" c£ -fc WA^ coodl UxvRfh-d ^ CCJ4K< 
&oto 'BcdM 9J050 I0v>il ftut-. 
K)o^ c- of- -ft^s« ^ £ . € b 5'ai^d b^ fVcpot O^NScn VvftUr fc 
frddfc:$S 3334 Oech f^ed . 
dhx- i>wh>voC<d S:-IZLC of tfTec+s, , pnp?*£> md coe^-i-oc^ 
SUzx-d b^ Pq^of dofov-^ be-\o«cqv»j^  tc 4Wc d£-^ -vod^ -<oT 
f^ om fc foiled ^utfcoboo yyt &53H C^ dw=>ftcf v^vwd wwt ^1 
P>\m *^odM v^^  Co^sVtoYioofd fc\qY>ts of - te d^fuxW>1\ 
-fr.c d r - f e ^ d ^ t Sv^K5 to Vw c^ -tous coo\^ sopp^ss 
fHl -fc ^Oidc^ic: OMUHJO-CDU^ S ^ e d few 1W d^fcudf^ 
. .. ....\&ud wll fcoidaocs- S^=\££d iu VhotfcViON of fe deftndftch 
Co^sViWhowrA fc.iqtt> OMdt~R -&* 'feofcdk; Wtfo ^cf 
^oefe-M-fe dftw^xiw\ci^s. 
(ity ._ita pto>sv -f MO., passow N.wnsd (CHIVJ^  - f c picctmv^s 3 
\5 O^Cfem^ V¥b ..to. VOV\Wt...AS ...YA^i&oL,._$ud._J&UCflOS dfot._CppOfcWfy.._•„ 
AvrV^cfcrtq F>Md CctN\fec5\ co -^fc. -ftfe L^qiftl RvqYfts c-? 
•fW ^^feMd^srt "te vu5t hr»0T 4Vvt K-iqWt "to c c u s ^ f t 
ire ^ s w ^ c t a <& his pt^scvi &&. To m\c>u> toqewT 
O^HS^U dVvEr pY&asust of qe\uq sWcpptuq £e*. F> 
Sos^^ct. 
"VVit -feet dV^T ^ll CJfrfcfc. p^^S^U5 IU -WvEr Rpw«Trhtu*V 
tfc &53H- Ofedr><^ fed uomWt^Q^ LOH2E OsVc^d tf'VW^ 
Cc^ld b t yw^x>Ard clt&^A^ SV^CUJS dW&t* V^Wt d t -
&~udm1~ ted i\m^tdv«^hA^ btOL\rfio dtat-d*yfcqt~T ©f 
Rq^ut" J t t t S W s i^ots-hc^t'icH m d V^\ fcuid^HC£ LOf^ s 
cbt<^iHtd 'to Six^q^T ffb rt^ ocio . u>t^ diSRtqtvfcds -foe. 
-Hot G©HS"VttuU»TO^ \ &qlrfo cf -\ts^ defeudftut. 
P)5 SV^Ttd \U dfa& \0^tK^ C\f>sxc , i£ ^ovd^MCC 5 '^iTEd 
Ifcj uiol^ticad of- -Hie f e c e . ^ t^rn^drr^Kit Q>4 te 
LTb^cl vqq^mst te otiz'SN) 5^ *c\o Scf).RcJn,ES w d 
Se t "L .ORtS P*fcJ=r o £ MO V A l U c £>K>d . . . . VTuc^T ^ U ^ U 
Vn== sVR-iefeu FROM i\*t 0>NSWt\5t\©*\. 3.33, 0."S. &r 
1 > ^ . W\epp us Ohio 3 t 1 O.V (sq^ ^ L . t d a 4 
lo^ i^ i s dr IU34-. "Urns- olsc \&ppu^ d \u kefe vs 
Ducted S W t e , ^ 0 ^ 3 ^ , 3 5 7
 ;US S.Or S©7, S»4, 
iq u.Gd ad 5% (LW) . Unfed sb*** v* m^o^t 
LUJO f. 5opp» SlH^ C ^ C . \JV^Vi W35) *U)hctf Sm^chcs 
\P>Rt COK ducted \w utol&T\aM cf iVvo psfctih &vw?=K<i ttteiT 
_...!&u< .^..£oidfc*ie S^ rVT.^ 4 duv^uq "brrfc st^fech ..ciftMKicst bfe 
Ddtrrvdfed \u A cjR.\.m\Mif») d"Rifr\ jftotemst dWs- defend A-iot* 
IS 
Ccnc^RMiwG c r ^ V f e pv^e OHSobs-V^utvpfei bt\ V*^R 
Ibdolfe rn C-MT -friftT sV^ r- u>^s fs t^vt ©R-cVMPusd totrSvc^Ydce 
• fe pcR.cJlWV5o P)Md O ^ e CJ&PrC^ C o C V ^ U t . 
X^4 M^VWCTKL "PCJX=-KT JS-MSC-M'^ f ^ p o e T Nc?£- v^qcnT 
'&OT^ \r&Tt:> R.tpov^t CMS. ftq'&Kt" H\A-mbW^> fepc*^ MGt*k 
of lo\nic>> dsnr^-t »S Rn^ ^u^iOsA &t)»d"&MC£- - ^ 
S o c ^ V r -UM^T "ffeR-te) KiPki tftW^L pi>\'^do^-^tci , 
fo&T&ctt'hA o^- ^vnoKtd n-n4 CRj&cK c?e_ ^DCV^
 ; -Hnfc 
u^Aidt1i\ df- h ^ Stifytvm^RT dtaft sV>t poRcVm^^d 
^ Rcc1?: ^Rj^m Cv^-pwfe- . bu t h\^d >^ a B ^ i d ^ n c ^ 
•fe S^ppex^i %^ Sd^teM^H'V m O V c^T , d&nds de i<Y\plu 
tVa pr^b&bdd^ - ^ « t loMt s\vc sbafed cb iu dVid-
trW\&RsCH^ U>vMniM W ^ F V R S ^ ' 
J t U ' b c H 15 CKV^ <Rfcp^>tiKC^ ^ S W r ^ t u t ^R>cfc feu^ 
ffafcJK&*> U>W<d\ \b wot Supp©£h4 b ^ B ?Hct. 
X H l>Wk V»5 ^R^dtRick ^ ^ SitafcT, \H$7 Of. 30 . ; 
3ic, Vxd 3S£
 f (* OVv^K ^d l c ^ , UDefc-^ &Kj Jos-he^ 
( ^ e M O ^ i ^ d tend disSi^Kt--d^) T3r ^ B blind sp<5t~ 
fetaK -HMF>\~ Jos t \ f e> itat ndvm5swsN, e£ Stxln 
ta&rve^o^ Eoid-e-v^ Q-^  OH -tyvs. qRoo^ds i^h^r o f f i c e 
VtfPjRiH uo<^ fe^Pi^ucj do \fv ftct Wnz Vh><3r 
-ttr^t "tebv<tH*L told o f f i c e -fie^iu Sov^^Wtoc^ 
ooould ©Ki\jj} W itttefc^dtd ivi dk^- Stf>tttntHt bq 
„ 0&N5T&N , LotaicU Ujoold Ovo\.^  5B?urfc d<^  Reh*>bvWiF$te)l 
& td\c$Vk wv&ut m i v k fot-j "tfeekeb ,boWcW \M B U ^ .;. 
£um5t is tddl N^TjFvtKct 
(j&) ...B.. .^ >£RSO*V. .oudcv*. SocM ....cvt^umst^Hctx..fvs» r k f e ._.._.. 
It 
CT ty:c\+meMt cv^s^d b^ 4dne C-VJS-KAS *$Md cc^<dit\oio-s 
OK. v^cti©^5 o{ 4tot- pohci- U>\^MW loWch f^c-^ CTV'K-Kc-s )^ 
f i w d •Wricf^S^WE-S.pR.S-S'S^t. 
($•)£) MCe -VtYdte- \S MOUWTOCJ i"0 p^OOt- V i ^ C u d RfcV^SOtopkl^ ' 
<dcotot «VWvt mo^ pofldvfrSt- ^ ^ ft.fcci^cc4 -f\R£>w -Hn^  dt-
f^ Nciv^ Mt", T^^fe-s sVryfcm&hlT \s iroKt^moc^T to v* 
SV^rryttsIT -tVvftt bocold b t im^dc uoVwle pR£s~e*3T <do<uwq 
-Wit- EN^cu'ttcsu of ^ u w ^ ^ n t ftu^ fc QsudetT b^ 44A^ 
poUct ^ \joV*t\Wc«. SUcjuit oi*- r^ke<4^ &HT And kweotoHd 
+"© ft -fov^ fO of C©£R.CiCN. 
QO Rcucso^ " t W f e hv^d sic ph^5\oel ^und^-ic? sv>t 
pi><2xMsfed OR^eK
 ( oe. -VV\<$r 1j>te co^s \rwq\^  fkcm us \wcj 
cfcftcK c ^ Sooted ORActe CDOF*V*VS end -M f^cfcfcfc^  cm 
hicV ccv^ctocRAtt m ^ S+tefenvyit bV^ t WA-4 Vv&cft qio^n. 
(V} lsfcte> b"tv c^vffeKt -^ Mf^  5Vs& po\9.cVw^ »^cd &nd OSccl 
C^A-C^; GDCVMNC \joco\d ovol^ stv^ut -fe pRoo^ bi^ S^ l-f 
IMCRivrnu^ iorA dteV ShtS IM dWc Commission of tovnfftiWi 
ft GRANY^  hmsvlf IOVMOA Cou5iitot?s ft ORAWawftl &ch 
&.*?, u - ^ u s~a 3 2 - ^ > ^ ^ ?$A I^CPS (R7a"> CAAUv Ccv-\su \«vn u^-47 5w P^a 
Or) £oR-\to-fr>c>e.t; C o R R - o b c ^ t ^ ^ d m o ^ v^o-st \M its-
5&\£ COHt^crct *Wa pSV2S6\0 U>V \^ fat CDWMfnvS3lOK4 c £ & £ 
offe^^ fyKd \st- cousisWil u>vUv Ws muobcHS^. .:„.:..... 
^pcto \5 no t -Vt\% cass u>itV> loWC Vlete shistetAwtf . 
ivwpWc-s btcft-vs^ iWyE£ 13 wo c^dc-KCe coNSistWt .....:_.__' 
Untyv AoWtf" 'Pbe fes CUvYAS ..SlKlCt. I t s l H c t . . _ R ^ J f e _ „ .._ _ _ 
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te <bV>ovj sv>« poradbvs'sd ftMu^Mwcj &cw "\ta cfefaocWST. 
@) fk j ^ \>+ \ W r t e l l U iU HVS fc^pfcET S f c f e -feft" h t 5^ i^cJrN^d 
T t - f c f e Pind VS&R. poesc fc^d -\W^& u ^ s M C ORAcK CocK 
&vttV£it Ch i tefc p t t ^ S O ^ C&- ^ tafc ^ ^ ^ t . 
C )^ d k : dc^cMdR-K\t i f ^ u ^ -tyvfrT u>hm fc %W+\ pvcbte d? 
t io^uts d t e t uaoolv^d 7 t e ^ \S v l \"^Ccd, fe- coofcT UMII 
diSCCOofc. ^Wtfvf u>\ft«PT "V^KcS l^ift-CE- Vv&fci& is -Wtftf >ftq&*>T 
b W i b l i u 5t£x>TrS tes ft cONdoCV" "to -Ww s\ifrtc vw:-*?V Rt— 
lm{^d te k m IDV^  Pcfcfc-s owd &opv\ J ^ H T C H S t^o t -s 
ft^> \^ coNduCt" te ~VW<^  S'V '^vtcvAtvci' b^ I R G ^ T VAfM^bhKi 
C C H C ^ J O - \ ^ \ Vvy^  stefc-wv-fc l^"" fev^ 'fWK'es <-ohe csivAu 
S d i v t e dVvo^ Ste pv>RcKv^sx-d 5owe--ttM»Xj dWt - vov^s 
VVtotrc. Totnad o ^ V&n p^soto tAefe m Wyfe. poess,. 
fee Ot>u-v Y5 S . b ^ d l W OV.3SL,-2,ic?3La 3 ^ , 1 * t)V*w 14 \q<£) 
t o i d t - ^ c t c?t tW^> Mvq-toK.^  t h M is Met Si5pP<M3"cd bu 
fec*h> iS SOid faoCc d W f \S \KCGKSvs tWKt UenVU 5 
l i t v ^ x - w t ^ t w A d c bv-j \k uuVwt'S's o\z. p t ^ t ^ v^ud docs 
H O T C o a R o V x S K V ^ t^O-V^ \V\?tftlSNrcr d W t f -VW p t f e S O U 
rY\^;toc| %& StsfetfWHot u>A* "Vfclluuq d k ^ ^ o ^ t© police 
u>W» w\ic\Wr te o o ^ ^ v \ e o s I U dfem^cj te cbf f t iu 
t rOid^oc^ te eta1"k\N. ft CoKOicttoyo. 
fiqt^V HIMDWU £*>d ft^eot JeH'S&o Ufv<d?^ d psftsoufcl 
Kiooyo\^ilc^ ofc. ^o\d-&oCe "VW$V LOtosV t t ^ t e cWm^ Sbt-
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BRENDA J. BEATON, UBN 6832 
WEBER COUNTY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
2380 WASHINGTON BLVD., 2ND FLOOR 
OGDEN, UTAH 84401 
TELEPHONE: (801) 399-8377 
IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY, 
STATE OF UTAH 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
RANDOLPH CARPENTER 
Defendant. 
STATE'S BRIEF OPPOSING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS 
Case No. 981903734 
Judge MICHAEL J. GLASMANN 
Brenda J. Beaton, acting on behalf of the State of Utah, requests this Court deny Defendant's 
Motion to Suppress. The search of the black box was pursuant to a valid search warrant and did not 
extend beyond the scope of the warrant as an illegal search of the Defendant. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On August 13, 1998, a search warrant was issued for a residence located at 2534 Orchard 
because agents of the Weber/Morgan Narcotics Strike Force believed cocaine was being sold there. 
The warrant did not list any particular people to be searched. 
Agent Troy Burnett ("Agent Burnett") was familiar with the layout of the home because he 
had been to the apartment on a prior occasion. Before executing the search warrant, the agents 
reviewed the layout of the home and set up a general plan for entering the apartment. 
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When the agents executed the search warrant on August 14, 1998 at approximately 
9:30 p.m., Agent Shawn Hamblin ("Agent Hamblin") noticed an African-American male (later 
identified as the Defendant) peeking out the livingroom window. Agent Hamblin alerted the other 
agents that someone in the house had seen them approaching. Agent Hamblin quickly approached 
the front door. He kicked the door while Agent Burnett used the battering ram to break down the 
door. As the agents entered the home, they announced that they were police officers and ordered all 
of the people in the home to the ground. Agent Hamblin entered the apartment first and immediately 
went toward the rear of the apartment where the bathroom and bedroom are located. Agent 
Burnett's attention was directed at the individual seated on the couch that was injured by the door 
when it was forced open. Agent Nate Jensen's ("Agent Jensen") attention was directed to another 
couch where the Defendant had been sitting. Agent Anthony Hanson ("Agent Hanson") went directly 
to the back of the apartment to deal with the individual in the bathroom. 
While the Defendant was in the process of getting on the ground, Agent Jensen noticed a 
black box in his left hand. Agent Jensen saw the Defendant throw the small black box out in front 
of him. The black box was located approximately one to two feet in front of the Defendant's head 
as he was laying on the floor. Agent Jensen called for Agent Burnett who was the designated finder 
for that search. Agent Burnett noted the box was approximately one foot in front of the Defendant's 
outstretched arms. There were not any other people in the general area. Prior to the search of the 
box, the Defendant stated the box was not his. Agent Burnett opened the box and found it contained 
various yellow rocks that were later determined to be cocaine. After the search of the box, the 
Defendant again told Agent Burnett "that fucking box is not mine." While the Defendant was being 
booked at the Weber County Jail, he again denied ownership of the box. 
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The agents believed the Defendant lived at the home because the Defendant' s name was found 
on written documents in the bedroom and he told them he was living there. It was not until the 
Defendant was booked in the jail that he claimed to have a different address which was consistent 
with some identification found on him. None of the other individuals found in the home live at the 
residence. 
Agent Hamblin interviewed Perkes at the home. She stated that she lived on Orchard and had 
come to the house to purchase and use crack cocaine. She told Agent Hamblin that she purchased 
a rock of cocaine from a male in the house named "Randolph." The Defendant is the only person in 
the home with the name "Randolph." 
Agent Burnett spoke with Quinton Jones. Jones stated that he bought two rocks from the 
Defendant shortly before the agents entered the home. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE SEARCH OF THE DEFENDANT'S BLACK BOX WAS PROPER AND WAS 
NOT BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE WARRANT BECAUSE THE BOX WAS NOT 
LOCATED ON THE DEFENDANT'S PERSON AND THEREFORE FELL WITHIN 
THE SCOPE OF THE SEARCH WARRANT. 
The Fourth Amendment assures "[t]he right of the people to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,..." U.S. CONST, amend IV 
(emphasis added). The purpose of the limitations of the Fourth Amendment is to "impose limits on 
search and seizure powers in order to prevent arbitrary and oppressive interference by enforcement 
officials with the privacy and personal security of individuals." United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 428 
U.S. 543, 554 (1976). "[W]hat the Constitution forbids is not all searches and seizures, but 
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unreasonable searches and seizures." Elkins v. United States, 364 U.S. 206, 222 (1960). The test 
of whether a search and seizure is "reasonable" is "whether the officer's action was justified at its 
inception, and whether it was reasonably related in scope to the circumstances which justified the 
interference in the first place." Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 20 (1968). The search itself must be 
conducted in a reasonable manner and must be appropriately limited in scope and intensity. See Id. 
at 17-18 ("a search which is reasonable at its inception may violate the Fourth Amendment by virtue 
of its intolerable intensity and scope.") 
In United States v. Medlin, 842 F.2d 1194 (10th Cir. 1988), the Tenth Circuit stated that 
"[w]hen law enforcement officers grossly exceed the scope of a search warrant in seizing property, 
the particularity requirement is undermined and a valid warrant is transformed into a general warrant 
thereby requiring suppression of all evidence seized under that warrant." Id. at 1199. See also. 
Waller v.Georgia, 467 U.S. 39,44 n.3 (1984); United States v. $149,442.43 in U.S. Currency, 965 
F.2d 868,875 (10th Cir. 1992). Therefore, the salient question is whether the search of the black box 
"grossly exceeded" the scope of the search warrant. It did not. 
The search warrant allowed for the search of cocaine and the materials used for packaging 
cocaine. The black box could obviously contain cocaine or paraphernalia. Although the warrant did 
not specifically request permission to look in small jewelry boxes, it was reasonable at the time of the 
search that the box may contain the very substance the search warrant was intended to find. 
Therefore, the search of the box did not "grossly exceed" the scope of the warrant. 
Furthermore, the box was found on the floor of the residence. While it is true that the box 
was seen in the Defendant's hand when the officers entered the home, it was not on his person when 
the search of the home began. The Utah Court of Appeals, following several other jurisdictions held 
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that where "[a] purse was not in the defendant's physical possession when it was searched, and 
because the purse could have contained items sought in the search warrant, the purse fell within the 
scope of the premises search warrant." State v. Jackson, 873 P.2d 1166,1169 (Utah Ct. App. 1994). 
The Jackson court followed the Pennsylvania Supreme Court when it stated: 
Clearly, the police are not prohibited from searching a visitor's personal property (not 
on the person) located on the premises in which a search warrant is being executed 
when that property is part of the general content of the premises and is a plausible 
repository for the object of the search. Otherwise, it would be impossible for police 
to effectively search a premises where visitors are present because they would not 
know which items, clothing and containers could be searched and which could not be 
searched. 
Id at 1168 (quoting Commonwealth v. Reese, 549 A.2d 909, 911 (Pa. 1988). 
In this case, it was not known whether the Defendant resided at the home where the search 
warrant was to be executed. The box was a container which reasonably could hold cocaine. The box 
was not on the Defendant's person. The Defendant denied any claim to the box. Therefore, it was 
within the scope of the warrant to search the box. 
II. IF THE DEFENDANT DOES NOT LIVE AI THE HOME OR HAVE ANY 
INTEREST IN THE BLACK BOX THEN HE SHOULD NOT BE PERMITTED TO 
CONTEST THE SEARCH. 
The Defendant can not contest the search of the home or the black box if he lacks standing. 
According to the Defendant's motion, he has no interest in the property. The applicable case law 
dictates that where a defendant has neither a proprietary/possessory interest, nor an expectation of 
privacy in the thing searched, there is no standing to challenge the police action under either a state 
or federal analysis. In Rakas v. Illinois, the Supreme Court stated that 
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[a] person who is aggrieved by an illegal search and seizure only through the 
introduction of damaging evidence secured by a search of a third person's premises 
or property has not had any of his Fourth Amendment rights infringed. . . [I]t is 
proper to permit only defendants whose Fourth Amendment rights have been violated 
to benefit from the [exclusionary] rule's protections. 
Rakas v. Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 134 (1978). The 10th Circuit has also addressed the issue. 
The right (or standing) to contest the constitutionality of a search and to argue for 
exclusion at a criminal trial of evidence obtained as a result of the search is subsumed 
under substantive Fourth Amendment doctrine... The capacity to claim the Fourth 
Amendment's protection depends on whether the person claiming it has a legitimate 
expectation of privacy in the invaded place. 
United States v.Moffet 84F.3d 1291,1293 (10th Cir. 1996). The Tenth Circuit has also addressed 
the issue of abandonment. The Court stated that "[abandonment is akin to the issue of standing 
because a defendant lacks standing to complain of an illegal search or seizure of property which has 
been abandoned." United States v. Garzon, 119 F.3d 1446,1449 (10thCir. 1997) (citations omitted). 
The Court in Garzon further found that the "test for abandonment subsumes both a subjective and 
an objective component." Id. (citing United States v. Austin, 66 F.3d 1115,1118-19 (10th Cir. 1995). 
The Court stated that in order to have abandonment, a defendant must either "(1) explicitly disclaim[] 
an interest in the object, or (2) unambiguously engage[] in physical conduct that constitute[s] 
abandonment." Garzon, 119 F.3d at 1452. 
In the present case, the Defendant's actions fit both situations discussed in Garzon. As the 
Agents entered the home, the Defendant threw the box. This fits the "physical conduct" requirement 
of Garzon. The Defendant on at least three different occasions disclaimed any ownership of the box. 
Under either standard, the Defendant clearly abandoned any interest in the black box. The police 
were justified in searching the box as part of the premises which fell within the scope of the search 
warrant. 
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CONCLUSION 
The search warrant provided for a search of the premises of the home where the Defendant 
was located. Subsequently, the black box the Defendant had thrown when the agents came into the 
home was search and found to contain cocaine. The search of the box was permissible pursuant to 
the warrant. Furthermore, the Defendant does not have standing to contest the search of a box if he 
does not live at the home or have any possessory/proprietary interest in the home. His actions 
indicate he abandoned any interest he wanted to claim to the property when the tossed the box. 
WHEREFORE, the State urges this Court to deny the Defendant's Motion to Suppress 
evidence. 
DATED this & 
f&b. 
day of Jafttiary, 1999. 
BRENDA J. BEATON/ 
Deputy Weber County Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing memorandum was hand 
delivered or mailed, postage prepaid, to: 
JOHN CAINE 
Attorney for Defendant 
2568 Washington Blvd., Suite 203 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
(801) 392-8247 
DATED this * 
Ffck 
day of Jam*aFyl999. ^-^wmyL 
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OGDEN, UTAH APRIL 7, 1999 
MR. LAKER: YOUR HONOR, WE CAN TO NUMBER 42, 
RANDOLPH CARPENTER. 
THE COURT: OKAY. 
MR. LAKER: THIS IS MR. CARPENTER, YOUR HONOR. I'M 
STANDING IN FOR MR. CAINE WHO WORKED OUT A NEGOTIATION IN THIS 
MATTER. IT'S MY UNDERSTANDING THAT THE STATE WILL BE AMENDING 
THE CHARGE, THE POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE CHARGE, 
THAT ^  g ^ T ^ J^T1™T j THEY'LL BE AMENDING THAT TO A POSSESSION 
OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, SECOND DEGREE FELONY AND HE'LL PLEAD 
GUILTY TO THAT AND TO AN AMENDED THEFT CHARGE, CLASS-A 
MISDEMEANOR. 
THE COURT: OKAY. 
MR. LAKER: AND HE'LL PLEAD GUILTY TO THOSE. IN 
ADDITION TO THAT, YOUR HONOR, THERE IS A -- THE STATE HAS 
AGREED TO REMAIN SILENT AT SENTENCING. AND SPECIFICALLY, WE 
ARE RESERVING OUR RIGHT TO APPEAL THE COURT'S DECISION ON THE 
SUPPRESSION MOTION. 
SO IT'S A SERY PLEA, IS THAT CORRECT? 
THAT'S CORRECT. 
AND THE STATE'S AGREEING TO THAT? 
WE ARE. 
ALL RIGHT. MR. CARPENTER, DO YOU 
THE COURT: 
MR. LAKER: 
THE COURT: 
MS. BEATON: 
THE COURT: 
UNDERSTAND WHAT'S BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME? 
MR. CARPENTER: YES. 
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TO THAT CHARGE, SIR, HOW DO YOU PLEAD? 
MR. CARPENTER: GUILTY. 
THE COURT: AND DOES THE STATE HAVE A MOTION ON THE 
THIRD DEGREE FELONY? 
MS. BEATON: WE'D MOVE TO AMEND ON THE THIRD DEGREE 
FELONY FROM A THIRD DEGREE FELONY TO A CLASS-A MISDEMEANOR 
BASED ON THE VALUE. 
THE COURT: I'LL GRANT THAT MOTION. WILL AMEND IT 
TO REFLECT A CLASS-A MISDEMEANOR. TO THAT CHARGE, SIR, HOW DO 
YOU PLEAD. 
MR. CARPENTER: GUILTY. 
THE COURT: ALL RIGHT. WE'LL REFER THE MATTER OVER 
TO THE ADULT PROBATION AND PAROLE FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT. 
WE'LL CONTINUE SENTENCING ON THIS MATTER UNTIL MAY --
PROBATION OFFICER: IS MAY 12TH A GOOD DAY, YOUR HONOR? 
THE COURT: YEAH, WE CAN DO THIS ON MAY 12TH. ALL 
RIGHT. MAY 12TH, 9:00 O'CLOCK. 
MS. BEATON: YOUR HONOR, THERE'S A STATEMENT IN 
ABEYANCE OF PLEA --
MR. LAKER: WE DO HAVE A STATEMENT IN ADVANCE OF 
PLEA, YOUR HONOR, IF WE MIGHT APPROACH THE BENCH. 
THE COURT: OKAY. YOU GONE OVER THIS, 
MR. CARPENTER? YOU'VE READ IT, AND YOU'VE SIGNED IT? 
MR. CARPENTER: YES. 
THE COURT: COURT WILL ALSO COUNTERSIGN IT. IT 
Motion is denied. He may remain. Proceed. 
SEAN HAMBLIN 
Having first been duly sworn, testified 
upon his oath as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MS. BEATON: 
Q Please state your name. 
A Sean Hamblin. 
Q And where do you currently work? 
A Weber Morgan Narcotics Drug Force. 
Q How long have you worked there? 
A A little over two years. 
Q And what do you do there? 
A I am an agent. 
Q Okay. And do you have an agency that you wo 
for as well? 
A Yes. Ogden Police Department. 
Q 
Police 
that 
9:25 
A 
Q 
How long have you 
Department? 
Approximately six 
been with 
years. 
Okay. Were you involved 
was executed on August 
in 
A 
Q 
the evening? 
I was. 
in 
14, 1998 
What involvement did you 
the Ogden 
a 
at 
have? 
search 
L City 
warrant 
approximately 
1 A I was part of the entry team. 
2 Q How many people entered the home? 
3 A I'm not sure. I think, I believe it was our 
4 entire strike force which is about 10 to 12 people. 
5 Q Okay. In what order did you enter the home? 
6 A I was the first agent. 
7 Q Why did you enter the home first? 
8 A I was the first to exit the van and approach 
9 the house. 
10 Q Okay. Did you notice anything as you were 
11 approaching the home? 
12 A I noticed a black male looking out some blinds 
13 in the window. 
14 Q What is the address of the home that you went 
15 to? 
16 A It was 2534 Orchard. 
17 Q We have kind of a diagram here of it. Does 
18 this appear to be consistent with the floor plan of the 
19 house? 
20 A Yes. Yes. 
21 Q You said that you approached the house. Which 
22 side did you approach the house from? 
23 A I would actually be coming from the west side 
24 of the house running eastbound towards the front entrance 
25 door. 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Do you know their names? 
I don't. I didn't interview them or anything. 
Okay. So we just know that they're females? 
Yes. 
Q (Inaudible) . And, what did you do with Quentin 
Jones originally? 
A Well, when we made entry, I screamed, "Police 
search warrant, I want to see your hands. Get down on 
the floor." And when I was doing it, while I was doing 
it, Quentin was down there and he'd bring up his hands 
and everybody cooperated. They did as I told. They got 
down and made sure they were all secured where their 
hands were out and I just swept the room. I swept the 
room to make sure nobody else was in trouble, that we 
didn't miss a suspect and things like that. 
Q Did you see anyone else in the room at the 
time? 
A I did. 
Q Who else did you see? 
A I saw the defendant. 
Q Randolph Carpenter? 
A Yes. 
Q And originally, where did you first see him? 
A He was laying on the floor in front of this 
couch right here (inaudible) . Yeah. 
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1 Q Okay. 
2 A (Inaudible) laying with his head to the East 
3 and his arms were out to his side. Yeah. 
4 Q Just out to the side? 
5 A Yeah. They was. He was cooperating just like 
6 the other ones who got down with their hands out so you 
7 could see their hands. 
8 Q Was anyone near him? 
9 A Agent Jensen was in the area, I don't know 
10 exactly where he was at but he was over in this area. 
11 Q Okay. And did you have a sense when you went 
12 into the home that Agent Jensen was behind you somewhere? 
13 A I knew he was behind me because that's— 
14 Q The ordering? 
15 A Right. But, as far as where he went, I didn't, 
16 I didn't turn around and watch him go anywhere. 
17 Afterwards, I knew where he went. 
18 Q Okay. So you took care of your people and he 
19 took care of whoever he took care of. 
20 A Right. 
21 Q But at some point in time, you see him near the 
22 defendant. 
23 A Yes. (Over talking). 
24 Q At what point do you make this sweep or after 
25 I you attended to Quentin Jones and the two females about 
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how long is it until you make the sweep where you turn 
around make sure the rest of the living room is secure? 
A From the point of entry probably, I would say, 
about three to five seconds. 
Q Okay. 
A Just enough time for them to go down 
cooperatively and make sure I've got their hands, I just 
turn around like that. I just looked around to make sure 
everything was okay in our room. 
Q Okay. And everything seemed to be fine? 
A Yeah. And everybody was cooperative. 
Q Were there more agents than just you, Agent 
Jensen and Agent Hamblin in the home? 
A Oh yes, yes. 
Q Who else was in the home? 
A There was Agent Hansen, I believe, agent, or it 
would be Sergeant Coleman was there and I'm not sure if 
AP&P was with us on that or not. I'm pretty sure they 
were; 
well 
with 
when 
so 
Q 
we had probably 
And were 
you? 
A I can't 
I was taking, 
started to secure 
any of 
at least 
them in 
say specifically 
after 
two 
the 
who 
APP agents there as 
living room area 
was, 
I swept the room, 
Mr. Jones. He' 
but I know 
came back, I 
s the one I handcuffed. 
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Q Prior to the box being opened, do you recall 
the defendant saying anything? 
A I don't. Like I says, I didn't talk to him at 
all specifically. 
Q Okay. After the box was opened, do you recall 
him saying anything? 
A Eventually, not right when he opened it, but 
yeah, eventually when he was getting processed to go to 
jail, I heard him say something about the box. 
Q Was he still at the home at the time when he 
talked the box or was he at the jail? 
A No, he was right there in the living room and I 
believe Agent Jensen was filling out the pre-booking and 
PC for him to be transported to jail. 
Q Okay. What did you hear the defendant say 
about the box? 
A He either, he asked what he was being charged 
with or what's going on and Agent Jensen said, you know 
this, what was in the box and he stated, "That's not my 
fucking box." 
Q And then did you hear the defendant make any 
comments at the Weber County Jail? 
A I didn't go to the Weber County Jail. 
Q Okay. After you do all of this processing of 
this particular piece of evidence, is that then when you 
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Q Yeah. 
A —they were probably taken over here so we 
could leave a pathway to get up in there. 
Q Right. So in actuality, when you were securing 
it, these folks may have wound up over here. 
A Right here. Right. Because the couch is right 
here, it would be like in front of the couch. 
Q Okay. 
A But it wouldn't be past this couch. Does that 
make sense? 
Q Yeah, it does. That's fine. That's all I need. 
A Okay. 
Q All right. Now, the only discussion you ever 
had — and you never saw the box in Mr. Carpenter's hand. 
A Right. I never did. 
Q And more importantly, you never saw Mr. 
Carpenter dive to the ground with something in his hand, 
is that 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
right, when you went inside? 
I didn't see him. 
You don't know how he got on the ground. 
Right. 
He was there when you saw him. 
Right. 
Okay? And the only other thing in your entire 
going through this case and looking at it with respect to 
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1 Mr. Carpenter, is that he said in effect later on, 
2 "That's not my box" with another epithet in there; is 
3 that right? 
4 A Right. 
5 Q He never acknowledged that he had anything to 
6 do with that box. 
7 A No. No, he didn't. 
8 Q In fact, he was (over talking) 
9 A I never talked to him about the box. I just 
10 heard that epithet. 
11 Q He was rather emphatic about it, wasn't he? 
12 A He was. 
13 Q Okay. Now, so that I'm clear. Do you have 
14 your report in front of you, I think? 
15 May I approach the witness? 
16 THE COURT: You may. 
17 Q (BY MR. CAINE) Thank you. You testified, well 
18 we won't get into that, but, your testimony, as I heard 
19 it was that you had talked with Quentin Jones, this 
20 individual. 
21 A Quentin Jones, yes. 
22 Q All right? Okay. Who by the, just so that 
23 we're clear is a white male. 
24 A Yeah, he's white. 
25 Q He's not a black male. The only black fellow 
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Q Did you ever look to the left to see how may 
people Agent Burnett was handling? 
A Yeah, it was, it was, the door was such that 
when it came opened, all I could see was three occupants 
on the couch. Agent Burnett took, started taking an 
initiative towards them and I swept the room. I knew 
there was more agents behind me to assist. 
Q Okay. As you sweep to the right, do you notice 
anything about the defendant? 
A Yes. 
Q Well. Let's, what I'd like to talk about where 
he first was when you sweep to the right. 
A When I come through the door, I immediately 
swept this way. I saw, saw the defendant, Mr. Carpenter, 
sitting on the couch at the very end. That would be the 
south end of the couch, almost to the arm, but he's on 
the cushions. 
* 
Q 
Randolph 
A 
Q 
defendant 
A 
heightens 
Okay. So we'll mark 
Carpenter, R.C. 
Yes. 
Okay. And do 
is holding at 
I see a black 
my (inaudible) 
most common place for a 
*? 
this as the defendant, 
you see anything that the 
that time? 
object in his 1 
I fixated on 
weapon that is, 
eft hand which 
that. That's 
you know, a 
the 
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danger to officers. 
Q You it in his left hand or his right hand? 
A His left hand. 
Q Okay. It's in his left hand. Is he doing 
anything with that item? 
A As I'm coming in, I'm ordering him to the 
ground. He's got it in his hand. He stands up and 
(inaudible) he goes to the ground and he kind of drops it 
and throws it and it rolls and he (over talking) . 
Q Kind of tosses it out? 
A Yes. Yes. 
Q Okay. Where does it end up laying at this 
point? (Inaudible) show us. 
A It falls off to his left near the edge of the 
coffee table. 
this 
that 
just 
Q 
A 
Q 
A 
Q 
blac 
So, in this general area. 
Yes. 
That's where the little green mark is. 
Where the green box is. In that vicinity, yes. 
Okay. Now originally when you see this item, 
k thing in the defendant's hand, can you tell at 
point what it is? 
A 
kind 
it is. I 
No. All I'm seeing is black. And then that 
of draws my attention to it. I'm not sure what 
'm don't know if it's a weapon or if it's a 
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table. 
saw. 
A 
Q 
testifi 
Burnett 
I want to be clear about that. That's what you 
Yeah. I called Agent Burnett over to... 
Called Agent Burnett over and again as you've 
ed, and we've finally cleared up with Agent 
, this is before he's talked to Quentin Jones or 
the young lady in the back bedroom about what they may or 
may not have done with Mr. Carpenter. You immediately 
tell him, in effect, I saw him drop this, or throw it, or 
whatever and pick that up and secure it. 
A I told him that I saw Randolph drop that on the 
ground. 
Q Okay. 
A That's when Randolph said, "It's not mine." 
Q All right. So you told him, excuse me, 
Burnett, that you saw Carpenter drop it, secure it and 
then it was opened right then. 
A After he denied ownership, yes. 
Q Okay. Said, "It isn't mine." And then it was 
opened right then in your presence and Officer Burnett's 
presence? 
A It was brought to the evidence table. Then it 
was opened by us. 
Q Again, there was no intervening discussion 
before it was opened, with anybody else? 
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whole speech? Thank you. We'll submit it. 
THE COURT: All right. The Court is prepared to 
rule on the matter. The issue of standing in regards to 
the house seems to me to be fairly clear. I'm of the 
opinion that Mr. Carpenter, based on what I've heard, did 
not, would not have standing to question the search of 
the home in this particular situation. 
In regards to the item of the black box, it is 
a difficult situation. It is unclear whether or not he 
is the owner of the box. It is clear that he had the 
box in his possession. The search occurred immediately 
after his possession of the box. I think that gives him 
standing to question the legality of that particular 
search. 
On the other hand, though, I do agree with you, 
Ms. Beaton, it becomes a factual issue as to whether or 
not the State can, in fact, prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt that he possessed that with the intent to 
distribute as it's been indicated there and I think it's 
an issue that does go to the jury. 
Looking at the Motion to Suppress, the officer 
testified that Mr. Carpenter had that box in his hand. 
He told him to hit the ground, he hit the ground and 
whether he cast it aside or whether it came out of his 
hand when he hit the ground or whatever, the box rolled 
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1 out, it was about a foot, a foot and a half away- The 
2 officers then went over, explored and looked inside the 
3 box. 
4 I am of the opinion that the search warrant was 
5 broad enough, they were at this house to look 
6 particularly for objects that could have contained drugs. 
7 They did not search Mr. Carpenter because they didn't 
8 have any ability to search persons that they were 
9 expected to find. They were entitled to search objects. 
10 They searched the box pursuant to a warrant that allowed 
11 them to be there and inside it they found cocaine. I 
12 think it simply is the Motion to Suppress is denied. I 
13 do think it's a factual issue that goes to the jury as to 
14 whether or not Mr. Carpenter possessed that sufficiently 
15 to show an intent to distribute. 
16 Ms. Beaton, you'll prepare the Findings of 
17 Facts, Conclusions of Law and the denial of the Motion is 
18 suppressed. 
19 MS. BEATON: I will. 
20 THE COURT: Thank you. 
21 MS. BEATON: Your Honor, we need to set this for 
22 jury trial. I don't have the trial schedule. 
23 MR. CAINE: Can we, I don't either. Can we put 
24 this on the calendar for Wednesday and then we'll come 
25 over and then we can set the trial date. 
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